In collaboration with

The Tuesday Flowers
Block 17
10’’ x 10’’ sewing margins non included

General points:
The given measures for cutting square A include the ¼’’ sewing margins, rounded up to ½’’
for both.
For the appliqués, add your favorite sewing margin.

The measures on the plans are without the seams.
The cutting:
 In a background fabric:
1 square A of 10 ½’’
 In one fabric for the stems B:
1 bias of 1/2 ’’ x16’’
 In one fabric for the stems E :
1 bias of 1/2 ’’ x8’’
 In two fabrics, for each one and with the help of the patterns :
4 leaves D et 4 leaves D’
 In one fabric:
4 leaves G
 In 4 fabrics for the flowers:
In the first one: 4 circles F
In the second one: 4 flowers C
In the 3rd one: 4 circles H
In the 4th one: 4 circles I
 In a last fabric:
The ring J
CLOVER fusible bias tape maker ½ ’’ large ref: 4011 and the ¼ ’’ interlining
ribbon 5mm ref:4041
BOHIN temporary glue pen ref 65504
BOHIN chalk pen: 3 leads R Nº91472
BOHIN needle for appliqué n° 11
AURIFIL 100% cotton threads which match the fabrics
CLOVER mini ion 8003EU
Freezer paper

Realisation:
Pattern 1 :
Fold the square A on both its diagonals and medians. On the front of the square, report the
main lines of the pattern with the PDF file.

Pattern 2: Make the 2 bias of the stems with the fusible bias tape maker and the
interlining ribbon (Clover)
According to your favorite method, make the appliqués by following the order of
the templates. Applique stems B, flowers C, leaves D and D’, stems E and circles F in
place.

Pattern 3: Finally, applique circles H and I and the ring J.

